
F
ollowing closely on the heels of Web 2.0, the “semantic web” (more popularly known 
as Web 3.0) is slowly taking center stage in the digital revolution. Still in its infancy, 
Web 3.0 is at the heart of many predictions about the future of the Internet and its 
impact on media relations. 

Some skeptics identify it as a just another passing fad. Others are leery because they’ve only 
just begun to get a handle on Web 2.0. The vast majority — including PR professionals — are 
wondering what the new wave entails and why they should bother to care.  
 
 
Coming to terms with the semantic web 
Conceived by Tim Berners-Lee, the widely acknowledged inventor of the world wide web, 
Web 3.0 in its most basic form acts as “a web of data that can be processed directly and  
indirectly by machines.”1 

To help appreciate Web 3.0’s applicability to PR, consider the following relational statements:

8 PRSA is a well-known organization for public relations professionals. 

8  Jane Doe is a member of PRSA’s Detroit chapter. 

8  PRSA publishes a monthly journal called Public Relations Tactics. 

It’s easy for humans to process such concepts, but for computers it’s a very different matter. 
Since computers and machines do not understand syntax and logic the way we do, they are 
unable to link ideas together. The semantic web seeks to “describe the relationship between 
things (like A is a part of B and Y is a member of Z) and their properties (like size, weight, age, 
and price)”2  in a language recognizable to computers.

1 http://www.altova.com/semantic_web.html
2 http://www.w3schools.com/semweb/default.asp
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“The semantic web is the extension 
of the world wide web that enables 
people to share content beyond 
the boundaries of applications and 
websites.” (http://semanticweb.org/
wiki/Main_Page, 5.28.08).

GearinG up for web 3.0:  
      what public relations 

practitioners can expect
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Unlike the Internet, which relies on human editing of documents, the semantic web allows 
information to be digitally pulled from a variety of sources and synthesized with precision. 
Thus, if you were to currently search for an article from Public Relations Tactics written 
by Jane Doe, you’d have to click through a series of separate physical links to individual 
sources or databases that may contain information about the article or PRSA, their Detroit 
chapter, or Jane Doe. With Web 3.0, however, you can simply go to one place and access all 
the relevant information.

Taken a step further, the semantic web also includes what some have coined the EventWeb, 
which takes into account how data is related through time and space. “EventWeb organizes 
date in terms of events and experiences and allows natural access from users’ perspectives 
[…] EventWeb also easily reorganizes events to satisfy different viewpoints and naturally 
incorporates new data types – dynamic, temporal, and live.”1  
 
 
Three ways Web 3.0 could improve the work lives of public 
relations professionals

         
         1.      You’ll be able to spend less time searching for relevant information.   
                  Web 3.0 will permit you to do what you do best — craft and disseminate your  
                  organization’s or client’s messages. 
 
         2.      More-focused messaging will increase the odds of pinpointed delivery to  
                  your intended audiences. The ability for your audience to “pull” the appropriate  
                  information as needed (think RSS on steroids) means less “pushing” of your ideas    
                  onto a general audience.

         3.     reaching the appropriate targets will allow for the development and 
                  maintenance of deeper, more-productive relationships.

 
 
 
Technology enhances the functions PR professionals perform 
In an effort to create an interactive dialogue between businesses and consumers, many 
public relations professionals heavily use online technology, including social media, 
podcasts, and viral video. For those who are just beginning to take the plunge or who haven’t 
yet considered doing so, using these communication channels can stir up some anxiety. 
 
With Web 3.0 capabilities in place, PR professionals could, in theory, cross reference data 
both in and outside a given social network, as well as other sources — helping to zero in on 
a targeted audience. Each audience member, in turn, could use the same method to find 
providers most closely aligned with its needs. The high precision and speed offered by Web 
3.0 will enable PR practitioners to create closer one-to-one relationships, shedding the one-
to-many approach common to traditional outreach efforts.

1 Amit Sheth and Matthew Perry, “Traveling the Semantic Web through Space, Time, and Theme,”  
IEEE Internet Commuting, March-April 2008.
 

“As more social networks form 
around connections between 
people and their objects of interest, 
and as these object-centered social 
networks grow bigger and more 
diverse, more intuitive methods 
are needed for representing and 
navigating the information in these 
networks — within and across social 
networking sites.” (John Breslin 
and Stefan Decker, “The Future of 
Social Networks on the Internet: The 
Need for Semantics,” IEEE Internet 
Computing, November-December 
2007).

 



What’s needed to make the semantic web a reality? 
In an effort to create a semantic web (and unified Internet), the World Wide Consortium creates 
standards and guidelines. To date, the consortium has agreed upon some 90 web standards.

Visit http://www.w3.org/Consortium/technology, for the full list. 
 
 
The evolution of PR 
As web standards evolve, we may begin to see public relations conform to its own set of 
guidelines. Unlike web technology which has gone through many phases already, only now 
are PR professionals beginning to make the shift from “one size fits all” mass messaging to 
individualized communication—seeking to strengthen more than just the bottom line. 

Brian Solis, in his blog post PR Tips for Startups - The Director’s Cut, summarizes this nicely: 
“The evolution from PR 1.0 to PR 2.0 will result in more informed, effective, and meaningful 
Public Relations, without a version number. It’ll just be good PR whether it stands for Public 
Relations, Professional Relations, Personalized Relations, People Relationships, etc.” (Visit 
www.briansolis.com/2008/05/pr-tips-for-startups-directors-cut.html for the full post.)

 
About BurrellesLuce 
BurrellesLuce helps communication professionals maximize their media relations results 
through a full range of planning, monitoring and measurement services. Besides delivering 
content, the company’s online platform, called BurrellesLuce 2.0, enables clients to target 
and connect with journalists and bloggers, monitor the media for coverage, and measure 
and understand the impact of their outreach efforts. Founded in 1888 and headquartered in 
Livingston, New Jersey, BurrellesLuce has offices throughout the United States.  
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Contact us 
To find out more about BurrellesLuce media relations planning, monitoring and 
measurement services, please contact: info@burrellesluce.com or 800.631.1160. 

“The semantic web is a useful 
platform for linking and for 
performing operations on diverse 
person– and object-related data 
gathered from heterogeneous 
social networking sites.  In the 
other direction, […]linked data 
can provide an enhanced view of 
individual or community activity.” 
(John Breslin and Stefan Decker, 
“The Future of Social Networks 
on the Internet: The Need for 
Semantics,” IEEE Internet Computing, 
November-December 2007).

 


